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How can we access the Connecting Kids to Coverage Campaign (CKCC) materials?  
 
All our materials are available on www.insurekidsnow.gov.  As mentioned, we they can be customized for 
your organization. 
 
 
Are the CKCC flyers available in Spanish?  
 
Yes!  All our flyers are available in English and Spanish and some are available in other languages as 
well.  Our 30-second PSA is also available in English and Spanish, as are our radio PSAs. 
 
 
The CKCC videos seem to be only available online via YouTube. Can they be downloaded? 
 
The web video is available only for online use, which means you can share through online channels or 
embed it on your organization’s website. The Campaign also has a 30-second video PSA (in English and 
Spanish) that can be used for broader purposes (e.g., outreach events, waiting rooms, etc.). If you would 
like to receive a copy of the PSAs to distribute in your community, please email: 
insurekidsnow@fleishman.com. 
 
 
In regarding to Liz Tansey’s presentation on school-based outreach: What kind of information 
should be included on the stickers? Do you have any general guidance? 
 
The most important information to include on the sticker is why and when you’ll be there. Some examples 
of why you’ll be there include “health coverage information,” “health insurance information,” or 
“Information about free and low cost health insurance.” In addition, using labels makes it easier to print 
stickers from your office. Choose labels that are different shapes or colors. Suggestions include Avery 
brand labels in style number 5994, 6583, and 5248. Use colors that match your organization, the school, 
the high school the elementary school feeds into, a local college, or sports team.  
 
 
What if parents do not qualify for Medicaid and can’t afford employers cost to cover children. Can 
they sign up for CHIP?   
 
First, it’s important to note that parents do not have to qualify for Medicaid themselves for their children to 
be covered.  In most states – even Medicaid expansion states—the income eligibility for children is much 
higher than for parents (for example, virtually all states cover children in families with income up to 200% 
of the federal poverty level ($47,700/year for a family of four) and the average across the country is 
between 240% and 250 % FPL.  Parents in expansion states are covered if their family income is at or 
below 138% FPL.  Regarding the application, there is one single, streamlined application: applicants 
apply for health insurance, not for a particular program.  Their family size and income determines which 



program they will qualify for.  The message is:  Apply!  If you or child is eligible for Medicaid or CHIP, you 
can enroll right away. Sometimes it may be easier to apply through the state Medicaid/CHIP agency. 
Even then, a family would apply for health insurance and the agency would figure out if the child is eligible 
for Medicaid or CHIP (or neither). 
 
 
How can they enroll over the phone without a signed consent form? 
 
Federal law and regulations require that states provide individuals several channels through which they 
can apply for Medicaid and CHIP: by mail, in person, on line and over the phone. Click on this link to learn 
more about telephone applications and how they work. 
http://www.medicaid.gov/federal-policy-guidance/downloads/faq-08-09-2013.pdf 
 
 

 


